
Take two squares each of fabric 1 and 5

Place right sides together and mark centre diagonal line and  a line 1/4 inch either side of centre 
line . I use an ordinary pencil unless fabric is too dark then use chalk pencil . When you stitch use 
a scant 1/4 inch seam (just under 1/4 inch)

Press towards dark fabric. I always press on the right side and don’t use steam until I have pressed 
it correctly.

This will make the first four hsts in the pattern .

These form the centre block . 
Trim the block to 6.5 inches square 

My Favourite Colour is Moda BOM
Block 1.
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When pressing press seam open on this part of the block.
Make the rest of hsts as shown on pattern, remember if it shows (8) then you need 4 of each. I 
have included a numbered block in your pack the numbers correlate with the numbers assigned 
to your fabric colours as per your swatch card 

Assemble the blocks as shown on the diagram in the pattern 

These are my trimmings from one block!! On the pattern it says 6 ins finished NOTE this is 
the size of it in the finished quilt ie after sewing . Therefore it needs to be 6.5 inches at this 
stage.

Stitch the four together.
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Press seam at all stages . When 
you have completed your block 
store ready for final assembly. 
Make up in three rows taking care 
to match points. Press carefully. 
You have now finished your first 
block 
I use a trouser hanger and hang my 
blocks up to keep them flat, 
adding each one as it is 
completed .
Wow this one is huge .
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This is one block of the month kit cut ready for despatch each month.


